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REPORT OF THE STANDING CO:„:“ITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE: ITE! 8.3
OF THE A G E N M (Documents EB5/97 Rev.l, EB5/2 Add.2 and Add.5)
(Continuation)
The CHAIK,IAN called on "r. Siegel, Acting Assistant Director-General,

Department of Administration and Finance, to make some preliminary rémarks .
on document EB5/97 Rev. 1 , before consideration of the report, section by section.
lir. SIEQEL, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration
and Finance, informed the Board that an unfortunate oversight had occurred which
nevertheless happily placed the financial position of ТШО in a more .favourable
light than had been envisaged during discussions in the Standing Committee on
Administration and Finance.
that morning.

Unfortunately this information had come to light only

On the Committee's request, the Secretariat had carefully reviewed

all the figures before the committoe.

The unexpended balance of the loan made by

the United Nations to the Interim Commission, which was available in cash, in the
amount of ^329,OüO, had been overlooked in the analysis of the status of the debt
to the United Nations.

1

The committee s consideration previously had been on the

assumption that this cash was in the working capital fund.

That sum, plus the

amounts now promised as a result of telegrams sent to certain governments which
had not yet paid their contributions, would adequately provide for repayment of the
United Nations loan.
He accordingly suggested that the committee might wish to omit from its
report paragraph 6 relating to the status oí the loan from the United Nations.
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It was agreed that the above facts would be noted in considering tho rslevant
paragraph in section I of the 'reportPART I - Section I：
• !••••» к и»

i

‘

Contributions by Member States.-

i.,,

il '« "

m in , •

•

mm.

. D r . HOJER, referring to paragraph 3'on page 6, emphasized the expediency of
amending Article 7 of the Constitution to make it quite cloaj： that certain privileges
would be definitely suspended in the case of those countries which had not paid their
•

‘

' '

•

.

contributions for a period of two years.
•

After

.

‘

••

…

.

.

.

.

-HIIE and Dr. STíMEaR had directed attention to the difficulties. inher~

ent in amending.the Constitution, Br,• HO'JER withdrew his proposal in favour of that
sutmitted by Dr. Mackenzie in documanfc EB5/21 Add. 5 , which "She Chairman suggested
could be considered in connexion with document "EB5/21 Add, 2.
Replying to Dr. Stampar,他о thought that the words " i adequate grounds" in the
penultimate line of tho resolution in -docment EE5/21 A d d . 5 might possibly lead to
discrimination against those countries which paid their contributions, Br. M.ÍGKSNZIE
I
said that del双 in payment might in .some casas be justified owing to varying constitutional procedures.
Decision:
The Board adopted a combined form of the two resolutions
as follows:
»
. " T h e Executive Board,
"Having considered 'the Director-General！s report on the гэsuits of his
enquiries into dslays in payment of contributions owing by Members of
.the Organization, and having observed therefrom that a number of Members
.are. in arrears for one year, and considering that the Board is not expect e d to meet again before the Third World Health Assembly; and, a s : p r o - ”
vided for in resolution Ш \ 2.56,
'*
REQUESTS the Director-General to pursue his enquiries
t o submit to
the Third World Health nssombly on behalf of tho Board a full report on
the circumstances of each case in which a Member, at the time of the
opening of that Assembly, is in arrears for one yearj and

.
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RECOlKoNDS to the Third Health Assembly that they take action in pursuance
of Article 7 of the Constitution, against any Member whose contribution in
respect of 1948 is still tinpaid, after a period of two years and who, in
the opinion of the Assembly after considering the report of the DirectorGeneral, has not disclosed adequate ground^ for failure to. р
а
д
г their contribution. “
‘
Status of Loan from tha Ifolted Nations
M r . SIS GEL explained that sufficient funds were available with which completely
to repay the loan from the United Nations, in view of the unexpended sum of ,S329,000
previously referred to and on the hypothesis that the satisfactory replies received
in connexion with arrears of contributions would be followed ty the actual payments.
Mr. LINDSAY, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, made two points：

(1)

He vfished to be

clear that the raoney now on hand and the promised contributions would make it possible to pay off the |400,000 loaned to W H O , as woll as the balance of the amount
loaned to the Interjjn Coramissionj

(2)

It might be better to rotain the paragraph

about the status of the loan rather than to omit it altogether from the report.
M r ， S K G E L , replying to the first point raised ty Mr. Lindsay, assured the Board
that sufficient funds were available to repay the United Nations loan including the
|400,000 loaned to WHO on the understanding that the promised contributions wovld be
к

forthcoming.

On point (2), he agreed that the paragraph should be rovised to .

show the position as presented to the Board and to servo as a reply to some criticisms
made In the UN General Assembly.
HÏEË was disturbed about the fresh changes presented to the Board at so
late a stage, the implications of which it Tras difficult to foresee.

The full

facts should bo put before the Board aftnr a ftirther reconmondation by the Standing
CoiamitteG on Administration and Finance.
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Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE, alternate^ to Professor Parisot¿-asked-for
clarification of the amount of #399, Об4 still due from governments (paragraph 6 ) ,

.-

‘

since according to paragraph 9 only $300,000 was heeded to repay the loaiu
M r . SIEGEL, in. reply to ； D r . Hyde, epcplained the procedure adopted in connexion
. •
*
？dth the loan to the Interim Gommission at the First World Health Assembly, which
had included the estimated атошуЬ of 轮,150,000 as part of the budget of WHO for
1948 and had established a scale of зшз to be contributed b y each МшЬег, îhe
faot that those governments -which had signed the arrangement establishing the
Interim Commission ytere liable for debts of that body h a d been taken into
consideration in the assessment of contributions towards the 1948 budget•

It was

quite clear that the figure used *was estimated eight months prior to the end of
the Interijn Commission, axli for that reason among others the First Health Assembly
had included a provision in the appropriation resolution providing for the tinüsed
balanoe remaining from the 1948 b-udget to be transferred to the -working oapital fnnd
,»

•

•

.

.

of W H O . 'The fact was that the transfer of $329,000 to the working capital fund
still remained only a bookkeeping

entry

because a l l contributions to WHO had not

yet been received•
‘

‘

Decisions It was agreed that paragraphs 7 , ^ and 9 Should be reviewed
Ъу the Standing Committee on Administration and Finánce•
*
.
* ，.

•

' ,
•
.

Woyking Capital Fund
Decisloxii The draft resolution on page 9 was adopted.
Expenditures.for X950
Dr. -HOJER thou^it that the reasoning in paragraph 20 (page 11) was sound but
that the sum o£ 16,000,000 in paragraph 5 of the resolution should be increased
to $6,300,000.
‘ M r . LINDSAY was prepared t o agree with D r . lídjer in regard to-axinual
”，•

•

©Jcpendit'ure for 1950 but was concerned about 1951. 'If 細

•

level of 1950 could n o t be

talned in 1951^ awkward adjustments Víould ha vé to be made and be would prefer

••

to leave the resolution unchanged.
D r . HIDE likewise believed that the figure of 16,300,000 was a perfectly
.

s a f e

l e v e l

a t

t 0

control expenditure between now and the forthcoming Assembly.

M r . SIEGEL explained that paragraph 20 set forth the way in tùich the
“Standing Committee on Administration and Finance had arrived at the figure of
six million dollars.

Paragrajái 20 should be read in conjunction with paragraph

19， viiere, in view of the satisfactory replies so far received in regard to
.contributions,

the figure of 17,85炙 of the 1950 budget assessments could be

reduced to 13,5頦 ^ i c h , "together m t h the $329,000 mentioned,, would make safe
provision for an expenditure ceiling of $6,600,000.
D r . HIDE having directed attention to the rieeessity of exercising prudence
in regard to the eventual replies concerning contributions, M r . SIEGEL maintained
thet the amount of $6,600,000 would constitute a reasonable margin of safety. •
D r . van den BERG, alternate to Professor De Laet, suggested that paragraph
20 should be reworded by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance.
M r . H N D S A Y asked A e t h e r the amount of #329,000 should not bé included
in the working capital fund, in Tdiich casé it would affect the amount of cash
available but would not aifect the amount of income available for 1950.
D r . STAMPAR said that he was, not optimistic regarding the finances of
the Organization, nor even regarding the cables received, since the money
promised might easily not arrive.

Ihe Standing .Committee on Administration and

Finance had arrived at a figure for maximum expenditure after long deliberation
and the Administration was now proposing to return to the original figure,
without, he felt, sufficient justification.
M r . SIEGEL agreed that the matter had received considerable attention

from the Standing Committee，rnth the result that the cables had been- despatched.
The conanittee had reached a decision on the maidmum figure but had indicated
its readiness to revise that figure, should the cables have satisfactcîy results»
-

4

•

1

In reply to M r . Lindsay s questions M r . Siegel stated that the figure of 雜329,000,
<

»

‘

TAáiich had been transferred to the working capital fund, represented the same зш
as 'the unexpended portion of the loan to the Interim Commission from;the United
Nations л It was a matter of interprétation' as to Tii^ther the cash was in the
working capital fund or available to repay the UN loan.

Ihe Standing Committee

had assiMed that the amount due to the United Nations should be paid out of
1^50 contributions.

The committee also had applied deductions to the estimated

contributions for 1950 on a basis of the percentage of m c o l l e c t e d contributions
for 1?48.
D r . DÜJARRIC de la RIVIERE agreed iñdth the remarks of Dr. Stampar,

He felt

thát it would be prudent to limit expenditure to. a maximum level of $6^000^000,
until 'the Health Assembly had had an opport\mity to study the matter.
D r . HOJER asked what was the total sum of.money >vhioh had actually been
collected as a result of the cables, and was informed that Canada had paid
1104,000 and India $155)000, both sums being contributions to the 1949 budget.
He then reiterated his proposal that the figtire of expenditure should be raised
to 16^300,000.
•

.；
.

、
. . .

�••::'

•

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Board mi^it -wish to consider its
functions and responsibilities in this matter.

It was the function of the Health

Assembly to determine the budget, and the function of the Executive Board to
‘
give effect to the decisions and policies of the Health Assembly. In a case of
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emergency, the Board might well presume to change the decisions of the Assembly,
particularly Л ere such a change would only have effect for a few months, Hq
was not raising any questions regarding the B o a r d s authority to give the DirectorGeneral instructions In this important matter.

The question that arose in this

matter was the extent of tiie measures #iich the Board should take in the interest
of financial security, or, in other words, the size of the safety^margin. It
should be remembered that the Second Health Assembly had not been in a position
to estimate a c t m l receipts as certainly as the Executive Board was notr. It had
been shown that the sum available for expenditure iñ 1950 would be 凑6,800,000，
and the problem before the Board was "Aether the safety-margin should be set at
#800^000, or $500,000 or #300,000,

The Board mi凼t wish to report to the Health

Assembly on its reasons for fixing the sise ôf the safety-margin at any of those
figures, and taking into account the original 17;500,000 budget established
by the Health Assembly.
Dr. STAMPAR said it was clear that the Executive Board was not authorized
to propose a budget to the Health Assembly, but it was authorized to make comments
on the budget. He was surprised at the change of attitude on the part of the
Administration between the drafting of the report by the Standing Committee and
the present meeting.

If it were certain that the money promised would be

received, he would be glad to see the level of expenditure of the Organization
raised, but he reminded the Board that caution was essential, particularly in
view of the ceiling on contributions which had been established by one Member of
the Organization.

:
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Dr. G M R said he would like to indicate to the Board the considerations
on whi(、 the report of the Standing ; Committee had been based.
1
....、，’•-•:,'• •
‘ “ . : . .
a s
follows: First, the points given in the section
under discussxoni
.

'r, ‘

second, the report of the External Auditor;
‘

•‘

, . ..

••

These w e r e
‘

third, the résolu...

tion of the United Nations, quoted in paragraph 18 of this section;
•.*
••
•

.

and finally,
«
-. 拉

the desire of the Standing Committee to assist the Executive Board in carrying out
its financial obligations as laid dovm in Resolution WHâ2.62 of the Health A s s e m b l y .
In view of the apparent availability for expenditure of an additional sum of
appreciable dimensions, he proposed that further discussion of this section of
the report be postponed and the uatter be referred to the Standing Committee.
D r

'

îiYDE

s a i d

t h a t

the responsibility of the Board in this matter was defined

iri'Article 20 (a) and (b) of the Constitution,

It was obviously' the implied policy

of the Health Assembly that the Organisation should maintain a sound financial policy,
and it was t h e s ^ i , i-Пэ r^pouaibSlifcy of the Bo^rd to ^пяпге that this was the oase
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he completely agreed m t h Dr. Ifydej his concern had
been entirely wi^h the amount of the safety margin which would be г scommended by
•the"Board,
,
•
.
,
The proposal of B r . Gear was then accepted by the Board. .

•

)

“ . .... “ ！

Section II

'

The СШШШ/Ш saiá that the Board would be glad to note paragraph 26.

He

then proposed to read those paragraphs in which гecommendations were made to the
Board or in which points were raised of which the Board should take n o t e , .
‘
•
,
• .. . ». ... .. ‘
'
Paragraph 31:
The Board agreed to this recommendation.
•^ragrg^ph 34j

The Board agreed to this -recommendation and. accepted the

suggested deletion.
Paragraph 35î

The Board agraad to this recommendation.

, •.
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.

.

.'•

.

»

.

.
• •

Rev.l
>
.. ‘ •

.. .

¡

‘ •

• . .
%

• »

Dr. HOJER

said that he understood the reason for the recommendation, but he

felt that it was of real importance that some financial assistance should be
extended.

He suggested that travel expenses be allowed for one meeting every

.

year..
•

r

‘

Дгч GEAR said that the Standing Committee had felt it impossible in present
circumstances to recoinmend payment of expenses for a.uy meetings after the firsts
and the CHAIRMAN said that he assumed the adoption of Dr. BójerVs proposal would
i

involve the Organization in rather substantial expenditure•Dr.MACKENZIE pointed out that all the members of the Regional Committee for
the pastern Mediterranean were present at the meeting in Geneva^ which would seem
to indicate that travel expenses were not an all-important factor•
The СНА1ШШ said that regional coimnittees could, if they so 'desired，arrange
to obtain contributions from governments in the regicn t o cov€;r travel expenses of
their representatives •

The Board then agreed to the re с ôrnmenda t i on.

.Paragraph 3Br

The Board agreed to note this point.

Paragraph 4Qs

The Board agreed to note this point.

Paragraph 45t

The Board agreed tQ note this point.

Paragraph 60:
Amendments were proposed by the Secretariat to sub-paragraph (3),. in viev/ of the
stress laid by the Health Assembly on group training, for which courses were considerably shorter, and to sub-paragraph (4)•
D p . DUJARRIC de Isa RIVIERE agreed that the criteria mentioned were most important.

He felt that WHO should take a very great interest in persons to whom fellow-

ehifs were awarded since those persons were important both to the present and to
the future of the Organization,
Dr. van den BERG and D r . HÔJER questioned the necessity for insisting that

EB5/Min/19.Rev.l
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•

..

Fellows should be proficient in the

language of tne country m o r e thoy Y/oüia Ъе

s t u d y i n 2 , and D r . HO'JÊR folt that there should be mors flexibility in the conditicus
governing the award of fellowships,
Dr

- STAMPAR asked whether the Organization would bo prepared to provide mater-

ial assistance if a school of public-health training were in a position to give
group, training courses or seminars.
I>r. MACKENZIE agreed with D r . HCt1er»s remarks regarding flexibility and thought
that the determination of criteria should be left to the Director-General.

He

pointed out that the teaching aspect of the question also presented some dxfficul-ties, particularly when courses were unnecessarily

long or when s tuderits did not

speak the same language as the teacher.
M r . SIEGEL, in a reply to D r . Stampar, referred to page 231 of document EB5/44,
w

^

r G

P W ^ s b . » of $389,272. had been made in the budget for 1951 to provide equipment

and literature for medical schools and to pages 235-236 of document EB5/44 where an
explanation was given,of the,type of assistance which would be provided.
The CHAIRMAN said that fellowships were awarded on the recommendation of
regional directors 如d that the criteria governing the awards were properly.the
concern of the regional directors and the Director-General.'

He therefore sug 4 ested

that the Executive Board should take no action at present concerning the Standing
Committee's recommendation but should request the Director-General to'bear in
mind the views which had been expressed.

The Board might then reconsider'the

matter at a future date if it so wished.
D r , DUJARRIC de la HIVIbRE stressed the importance of ®raraing bhort-term
fellowships to senior candidates, because these were trained men who could acquire
new techniques in a comparatively short time, which might be of inestimstble use
for the health of their region.

.
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.Dr, de PAULA SOUZA agreed with the remarks' of the Chairman, but suggested
that the matter might be brought up at a meeting on training which was to
be held shortly.

He agreed with the previous speaker regarding the importance

of awarding short-term fellowships to senior candidates.
The CHAIRMAN proposed the following resolution!
"The Executive Board
RESOLVES that no particular limitation need be placed at this stage on the
fellowship programme, and
REQUESTS the Director-General to give further consideration to the matter."
Tho resolution was adopted.

The meeting rose at 5,45 p.m.
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REPORT OF ТШ STANDING COMMITTEE OK AEMINISTRATION AND FIKÀNCE WITH
REGARD TO THE PROGRaMME л№) B U D Œ T FOR 1951? i tail 8,3 of the agenda
(documents ЕБ5/97 Rev<-1_, EB5/2 Add,2 and Add. 5)
(Continuation)
The CHAIRMAN called on M r . Siegel, Acting Assistant Director-General,

Department of Administration and Finance ? to make some preliminary remarks
on document SB5/97 Rev<, 1, before consideration of the report, section by
section.
»

Kr^ S I E Œ L informed the Board that an unfortunate oversight had
occurred "which nevertheless happily placed the financial position of WHO
in a more favourable light than had been envisaged during discussions in
the Standing Committee on administration and Finance,
information had c「me to light only that mornings

Unfortunately this

On the Committee！s

request, the Secretariat had carefully r e v i l e d all the figures befara the
conimitteec

. The unexpended balance of the loan made Ij the United Nations

to the Interim Commission, which was available in cash, in the amount of
$329,000， had been overlooked in the analysis of the status of the debt to
the United Nations»

The committee'-v consideration previously had been ::л

the assumption that .this cash was in the working capital fund»

Thî..t згзп,

plus the amounts novi promised as a result of telegrams sent to certain
governments which had not yet paid their contributions； would adequately
provide for repayment of the United Nations loaib
He accordingly suggested that the committee might wish to omit from
its report paragraph 6 relating to the status of the loan from the Ijhited
Nations,

It was agreed that the above facts would be noted in considering tho relevant t
paragraph in section I of the reports
«

PART I — Section Ii

Contributions by Member States

H0JT5R5 referring to paragraph 3 on page 6， emphasized the expediency of
amending Article 7 of the Constitution to make it quite clear that certain privile g2s
would be definitely suspended in the case of those countries which had not paid their
contributions for a period of two years•

After Dr. ШШ and Dre БТШРлЯ had directed attention to the difficult ios inherent in amending the Constitution^ )УГк HOJER withdrew his proposal in faveur of that
submitted by Pre Mackenzie in document EB5/21 Add. 5> which the Chairman suggested
could be considere d in connexion "with docraierrb EB5/21 Add. 2,
Replying to Dr, Stampar^ т/dio thought that the words ” ч adequate

grcuncs"

in the

penultljiiate line of tho resolution in document EB5/21 Add. 5 might possibly lead to
discrimination against those countries which paid their contributions, Dr« MACKENZIE
said that delay in payment might in some casos te justified owing to varying сonsti'Hutional procedures.
Decision;
The Board, adopted a combined form of the two resolutions
as follows $
n

The Executive Board,,

"Having considered the Director-GcmeraUs report on the гэsuits of his
enquiries into delays in payment of contributions owing by Members of
the Organization^ and having observed therefrom that a number of Members
are in arrears for one year, and considering that the Board is not expected to meet again before the Third World Health Assembly; and, as provided for in resolution WHA 2.56，
REQUESTS the Dire с t or-Ge ne ral to pursue his enquiries and to submit to
the Third World Health üsserably on behalf of the Board a full report on
the circcœstances of each case in which a Member, at the timo of the
opening of that Assembly, is in arrears for one yearj and

НЕСОМЫЕШБ to the Third Health Assembly that they take action in pursuance
of Article 7,of the Constitution, against any Member whose contribution in
respect of 1948 is still unpaid, after a period of two years and who, in
.the opinion of the Assembly aftsr considering the report of the DirectorGeneral, has not disclosed adequate grounds for failure to pay their contribution. “
Status of Loan from the United Nations
Мз% SIEGEL explained that sufficient funds were available with which completely
to repay the loan from the United Nations, in view of the unexpended sura of ^ 2 9 , 0 0 0
previously referred to and on the l^rpothesis that the satisfactory replies be received
in connexion with arrears of contributions would be followed ly the actual payments,
Mr. LINDSAY, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, made two pointsj

(1)

He vd.shed to be

clear that the money now on hand and the promised contributions would make it possible to pay off the $400,000 loaned to WHO, as well as tho balance of the amount
loaned to the Interim Commission;

(2)

It might be better to retain tho paragraph

about the status of the loan rather than to omit it altogether from the report,
Mr, SIS GEL, replying to the first point raised by Mr. Lindsay, assured the Board
that sufficient funds wore available to repay the United Nations loan including the
$400,000 loaned to WHO on the understanding that the promised contributions would be
forthcoming.

On point (2), he agreed that the paragraph should bo r ovised to .

show the position as presented to the Board and to servo as a reply to some criticisms
made in the UN General Assembly,
Dr. HIDE was disturbed about the fresh changes presented to the Board at so
late a stage, the implications of which it was difficult to foresee.

The full

facts should bo put before the Board after a further recommendation by the Standing
Committee on Administration and Finance.

EB5/Min/19
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Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE, adviser to Professor Parisot, asked for
clarification of the amount of $399, 064 still due from governments (paragraph 6),
•

since according to paragraph 9 only $300,000 was needed to repay the loan.
M r . SIEGEL, in reply to D r . Hyde, explained the procedure adopted in connexipn
m t h the loan to the Interim Commission at the First World Health Assembly, which
bad included the estimated amount of 1 ^ 1 5 0 , 0 0 0 as part of the budget of WHO for
1948 and had established a scale of sums to be contributed by each Member.

The

fact that those governments vtoich had signed the arrangement establishing the
Interim Commissionтегеliable for debts of that body had been taken into
consideration in the assessment of contributions towards the 1948 budget.

It was

quite clear that the figure used was estimated eight months prior to the end of
üie Interim Commission, and for tiiat reason among others the First Health Assembly
had included a provision in the appropriation resolution providing for the unused
balanee remaining from the 1948 budget to be transferred to the working capital fund
of W H O .

The fact was that the transfer of #329,000 to the working capital fund

still remained only a bookkeeping entry because all contributions to 1H0 had not
yet been received.
Decision; It was agreed that paragraphs 7 , 8 and 9 should be reviewed
by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance.
Working Capital Fund
Decision; The draft resolution on page 9 was adopted.
Expenditures for 1950
D r . HOJER thought that the reasoning in paragraph 20 (page 11.) vras sound but
that the sum of #6,000,000 in paragraph 5 of the resolution should be increased
to $6,300,000.
M r . LINDSAY was prepared to agree with Dr. H'djer in respect to annual
expenditure for 1950 but was concerned about 1951.

；

If the level of 1950 could not be

sustained in 1951, awkward adjustments would have to be made and he would prefer

to leave the resolution unchanged。
D r . HIDE likewise believed that the figure of 16,300>000 was a perfectly
safe level at which to control expenditure between now and the forthcoming Assembly
M r , SIEGEL explained tiiat paragraph 20 set fortti the .way in vhidi the
Standing Committee on Administration and Finance had arrived at the figure of
six million dollars.

Paragraph 20 should be read in conjunction vdth paragraph

19, viiere, in view-of the satisfactory replies so far received in regard to
contributions “ tiie figure of 17,85^ of the 1950 budget assessments could be
reduced to 13,55% which, togetíier m t h the $32.9)000 mentioned, would make safe
provision for an. expenditure ceiling of $6., 6 0 0 ^ 0 0 0 . '

.

D r . HYDE having directed attention to the necessity of exercising prudence
in regard to the eventual replies concerning contributions,, M r , SIEGEL maintained
that the amount of $6 ? 600^000 would constitute a reasonable margin of safety.
Dr, van den. BERQ, alternate to Professor de Laet^ suggested that paragraph
2 0

should be reworded by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance,
M r . IINDSAI asked vjhether the amount of 1329,000 should not be included

in the working capital fund, in which case it would affect the amount of cash
available but would not affect the amount of income available for 1950. ‘
• •

‘

»

‘

D r . STAMPAR said that he was not optimistic regarding the finances of
the Organization, nor evfen regarding the cables received, since the money .
promised might easily not arrive Q

№e Standing Committee on Administration and

Finance had arrived at a figure for maximum expenditure.after long deliberation
and the Administration was now proposing to return to the original figure
without, he felt, sufficient justification,

......

M r . SIEGEL agreed that the matter had received considerable attention

from the Standing Committee, m t h the result that the cables had been despatched t
The committee had reached a decision on the maximrai figure but had indicated
its readiness to revise that figtire, should the cables have satisfactory results»
In reply to M r . Llndsay^s questions M r . Siegel stated that the figure of $329,000,
#iich had been transferred to the working capital fund, represented the same sum
as the unexpended portion of the loan to the Interim Commission from the United
Nations.

It was a matter of interpretation as to "whether the cash was in the

working capital fund or available to repay the UN loan,

Ihe Standing Committee

had asstuned that the amount due to the United Nations should be • paid out of
1950 contributions.

The committee also had applied deductions to the estimated

contributions for 1，50 on a basis of the percentage of imcollected contributions
for 1948,
Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE agreed т/vith the remarks of D r . Stampar,

He felt

that it would be prudent to limit expenditure to a maxinrum level of $6,000,000,
•until the Health Assembly had had an opportunity to study the matter.
D r . HOJER asked what was the total sum of money lAiioh had actually been
collected as a result of the cables, and was informed that Canada had paid
$104,000 and India $155,000, both sums being contributions to the 1949 budget•
He then reiterated his proposal that the fig-ure of expenditure should be raised
to |6，300,000.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Board mi^it m s h to consider its
functions and responsibilities in this matter.

It was the function of the Health

Assembly to determine the budget, and the function of the Executive Board to
give effect to the decisions and policies of the Health Assembly.

In a case of

emergency^ the Board might well presume to change the decisions of the Assembly,
particularly vtere such a change would only have effect for a few months.

He

1

was not raising any questions regarding the Board s authority to give the DirectorGeneral instructions in this important matter.

The question that arose in this

matter was the extent of the measures TAáiich the Board should take in the interest
of financial security^ or, in other words, the size of the safety-^nargin.

It

should be remembered that the Second Health Assembly had not been in a position
to estimate actual receipts as certainly as the Executive Board was noir. It had
been shown that the sum available for expenditure in 1950 would be $6^000 } 000^
and the problem before the Board was -rfiether the safety-margin should be set at
$800,000， or $500,000 or $300^000,

The Board might wish to report to the Health

Assembly on its reasons for fixing the size of the safety-margin at any of those
figures, and taking into account the original $7，500,000 budget established,
by the Health Assembly^
Dr. STAMPAR said it was clear that the Executive Board -was not authorized
to propose a budget to the Health Assembly^ but it was authorized to make comments
on the budget•

He was surprised at the change of attitude on the part of the

Administration between the drafting of the report by the Standing Committee and
the present meeting.

If it were certain that the money promised would be

received， he would be glad to see the level of expenditure of the Organization
raised， but he reminded the Board that caution was essential， particularly in
view of the ceiling on contributions which had been established by one Member of
the Organization•

Dr, GEAR said he would like to indicate to the Board the considerations
on -which the report of the Standing Committee had been based.
as follows;

These w e r e

First, the points given in paragraphs 1 - 4 of the section

under discussion;

second^ the report of the External Auditor]

third, the resolu-

tion of the United Nations, quoted in p a r a g r ^ h 18 of this section;

and finally,

the desire of the Standing Committee to assist the Executive Board in carrying out
its financial obligations as laid down in Resolution ША2.62 of the Health ^-ssemb]^
In view of" the apparent availability for expenditure of an additional sum of
appreciable dimensions, he proposed that further discussion of this section of
the report be postponed and the matter be referred to the Standing Committee.
Dr« HYDE said that the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the Board in this matter was
defined in Article '28 (a) and (b).

It was obviously the implied policy of the

Health Assembly that the Organization should maintain a sound financial policy
it was therefore the responsibility of the Board to ensure that this was the cas^.
The 33IRECTOR-GENERAL said he completely agreed "with Dr, Hyde;

his concern,^»d

been entirely with the amount of the safety margin "which'would be recommended by
the Board.
The proposal of D r . Gear was then accepted by the Board.
Section II
The CHAIRMAN said that the Board would be glad to note paragraph 26•

He

then proposed to read those paragraphs in which recoiranendations were made to the
Board or in which points were raised of which the Board should take 'note.
Paragraph 31：

The Board agreed to this recommendation.

Paragraph 34:

The Board agreed to this recommendation and accepted, the

suggested deletion.
The Board agreed to this recommendation.
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Paragraph 36;
Dr. HOJER

said that he understood the reason for the recommendation, but he

felt that it was of real importance that some financial assistance should be
extended.

He suggested that travel expenses be allowed for one mseting every

year.
Dr. GEAR said that the Standing Conmittee had felt it impossible in present
circumstances to recommend payment of expenses for any meetings after the first,
and the CHAIRMAN said that he assumed the adoption of Dr. Bojer's proposal would
involve the Organization in rather substantial expenditure.
Dr.MCKENZIE pointed out that all the members of the Regional Committee for
the Eastern Mediterranean were present at the meeting in Geneva, which would seem
to indicate that travel expenses were not an all-important factor.
The CHAIRMAN said that regional committees could,if they so -desired, arrange
to obtain contributions from governments in the region t o cover travel expenses of
their representatives.

The Board then agreed to the recommendation.

Paragraph 3Bt

The Board agreed to note this point.

Paragraph 40:

The Board agreed to note this point.

Paragraph 45f

The Board agreed to note this point.

Paragraph 60:
Amendments were proposed by the Secretariat to sub-paragraph (3), in view of the
stress laid by the Health Assembly on group training, for which courses were considerably shorter, and to sub-paragraph (4).
ttJJARETC de
tant,

RIVIERE agreed that thé criteria mentioned were most impor-

He felt that WHO should take a very great interest in persons to whom fellow-

ebil'S were awarded since those persons were important both to the present and to
the future of the Organization,
Dr. van den BERG and Dr. HOJER questioned the necessity for insisting that
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Fellows should-be•-proficient in the language of tha country where thay vrould be
studying, and Dr. HOJER felt that there should be more flexibility in the conditicas
governing .the award of fellowships.
Dr. STAMPAR asked whether the Organization would bo prepared to provide material assistance if a school of public-health training were in a position to give
group training courses or seminars.
B r , M C K E N Z I E agreed with Dr. Hojer's remarks regarding flexibility and thought
that tho determination of criteria should be left to the Director-General.

He

pointed out that the teaching aspect of the question also presented some difficulties,. particularly when courses were unnecessarily

long or when students did not
1

speak the same language as the teacher.

‘

M r . SIEGELi in a reply to Dr. Stamper, referred to page 231 of document EB5/44,
where patt)vlsio.n of #389,272 had been made in the budget for 1951 to provide equipment
and literature for medical schools and to pages 235-236 of document EB5/44 where an
explanation was given of tha.,type of assistance which would be provided.
The CHAIRMAN said that fellowships were awarded on the recommendation of
regional directors and that the criteria govorning the awards were properly the
concern of the regional' directors and the Director—General,

He therefore suggested

that the Executive Board should take no action at present concerning the Standing
1

Conmittee s reconimendatibn but should request the Director-General to bear in
mind the views which had been expressed.

The Board might then reconsider the

matter at a future date if it so wished.
Dr» DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE stressed the importance of awarding short-term
fellowships to senior candidates, because these were trained men who could acquire
new techniques in a comparatively short time, which might be of inestimable use
for the health of their region.
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Dr. de PAULA SOUZA agreed with the remarks of the Chairman, but suggested
that the matter might be brought up at a meeting on training which was to
be held shortly.

He agreed with the previous speaker regarding the importance

of awarding short-term fellowships to senior candidates.
The CHAIRMAN proposed the following resolutions
"The Executive Board
RbSOLVES that no particular limitation need be placed at this stago on the
fellowship programme, and
REQUESTS the Director-General to give further consideration to the matter,"
The resolution was adopted.
The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m.

